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TEChniCal daTa
 
Input material:    Linear fluorescent lamps 600-2100mm

Output materials:  Glass, fluorescent powder, aluminium   
                                 end caps, fine metals, scrap
    

Capacity:    up to 450kg/hour input
 
Material Collection:   200 l  steel drum (glass, end-caps, scrap)
   30 l   steel barrel (powder)  
   30 l   plastic bag (dust)
       
Operational tempera-
ture range:   + 10°C  - + 35°C

diMEnSiOnS     Length: 10 000 mm
    Width:  6 000 mm
    Height: 5 000 mm

UTiliTiES 

Electrical connection:  400V 50Hz 

Electrical consumption:  Max. 25 kW

Compressed air:    Supply pressure: 6 bar, dry, oil free
              Max flow 500l/min   

EMiSSiOn & lEaChaTE  ValUES
 
Hg emission:    max 0.025 mg/m3 

Hg concentration    max. 0,1mg/l 
in glass fraction:   leachate procedure in
         accordance with DIN 38414

Main COMpOnEnTS
  
1 pc end cut station with chain conveyor
1 pc crush auger
3 pcs transport auger for end caps and glass
1 pc end cap crusher and end cap sieve
1 pc cleaning box
1 pc rotary drum feeder
2 pc material air transporting towers
1 pc conveyor belt for glass
1 pc all metal separator
8 pc carbon filters
2 pc dust filters
1 pc safety filter

The CEC is designed to process straight fluorescent tubes 
of various lengths into a soda-lime glass fraction free from 
metals and lead glass, fluorescent powder and end caps. 

The fluorescent tubes are fed from the front of a 20 foot 
container, where the lamps are processed. The dust filters, 
carbon filters, safety filter and fan are located in a separate 
10 foot container where all fluorescent powder is collected. 

Thanks to its slim and encapsulated design, the CEC is both 
space-saving and very safe to operate.  The CEC rely on dry 
separation technology and work at sub-pressure to 
guarantee very safe and clean operating conditions.
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The Compact End Cut Machine (CEC) 
is a fusion of MRTs workhorse, the CCS plant, 
and the trusted End Cut Machine.  it utilizes 
the end cut technology for end cap removal, 
and the patented air transportation system 
from the CCS to produce an excellent glass 
fraction for the recycling industry.

  

The end 
cut station 
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The CEC has service doors 
at all sides which makes it 
a very maintenance friendly 
machine.

The filter system is 
incorporated in a 
separate 10 ft container


